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.\HSTR,\CT 
\Ve find a general crittrion for an n by n integral g-circulant matrix to have all 
entries in its t)t h power equal. We show that the row 5uln for such a matrix i5 a11~1ys 
tlivi5ible by a certain explicit function of n. g, and no. and we con5truct il new type of 
(0. 1) matrix that satisfies the condition and has exactly thi5 minimum 511111. We 511om 
in fact that for suitable g we get in this way the minimum for all (0, 1) matrice5. We 
also apply this result to find a smallest possible subset of integer5 ~notlulo 11 on which 
ii linear function (IN + by takes on all values equally often 
INTKODUCTION 
Let co, c,: . . , c,, 1 be integers. Let g be an integer, 1 < g < tf, and let A 
l)e the r1 X n “g-circulant” matrix with first row given by the c,. Several 
papers [3, 6, 8-101, partly prompted by applications to digraphs, have 
stlldied conditions that force some power A”’ to have all its entries equal (in 
sym1&, A”’ = XJ). In this paper, we shall derive necessary and sufficient 
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conditions in general. The results will be new even for (0,l) matrices and will 
include the construction cf new examples of such matrices. We shall also 
show that our examples give matrices minimal among all solutions of A”’ = XI, 
circulants or not. 
We begin by reviewing the known results. One defines the Hall poly- 
nomid f(X) for A to be &Xi. As was pointed out by Lam [8], we have 
A”’ = XJ if and only if 
f(?i)f(X~)f(Xr’)...f(Xp”‘~‘)~h(l+X+ ..a +X”-r)mod X”-1. 
The value of X is determined by putting X = 1, where we get (Cc,)“’ = nX. 
Some such X exists iff the product on the left is divisible by 1-t X 
. . . + X” r. This polynomial has no multiple roots, and its roots are the 
:+ 1 satisfying {” = 1. Hence in terms of the Hall polynomial we have the 
following criterion [6, 91: 
THEOREM (*). The g-circulant matrix A has all entries of A”’ equal iff 
every nontrivial nth root of 1 is a root of 
f(X)f(X”)... f(X”“’ ‘). 
Only a few consequences have been deduced from this result, all involv- 
ing special relations of g and m (see Corollaries 1.3 and 1.5 below). For 
general g, nothing is on record except when the first row has the form 
(l,l)...) l,O,O )...) 0). 
A paper by Wang [lo] is devoted to proving that such a row gives a solution 
when the number of entries equal to 1 is a multiple of n(n, g)/(n, g”‘). A 
paper by King and Wang [3] just recently showed that this condition on the 
entries is also necessary. 
This and all other known results will follow easily from our general 
theorems. In addition, for each g, m, and n, we shall explicitly construct a 
(0,l) solution with the smallest possible number of nonzero entries. For some 
g, this number will be much smaller than we would find by Iooking only at 
sohrtions of the form (1,. . . , LO,. . . , 0), and for suitable g it will in fact be 
minimal even among (0,l) matrices that are not circulants. 
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1. THE R.dSIC CRITERION 
Let % denote the set of positive divisors of n, including 1 and 11. Define 
;UI operation 3”: 4 + 3 by Z’(d)= d/(d,g), where (d,g) denotes the 
greatest common divisor of d and g. Note that 7”;( ri ) = cl/( (I, g’ ). If we let 
‘/I I,] denote the powers of p in 9, then 3 = n,, ,,3[ p], and the l’-oper- 
ation is performed on each component separately. Let h<,( S ) be the cyclo- 
tomic polynomial, the manic polynomial whose roots are the primitive tlth 
roots of 1. 
Proof. We know by Theorem ( * ) that A”’ will have all entries eqlial 
M%CW every nontrivial nth root of unity l is a root of 
f(X)f(SE). . . f(F” ‘). 
111 other words, each { should have some power lx” (with 0 < k < r)~ - 1) that 
i\ ;L root of f( S ). The order of { can he an arbitrary rl # 1 in 2, and it is easy 
to see then that the order of {“I is cl/( tl, g’) = ?“‘( d ). Thus a root of lulity of 
some me of these orders ?“(d) is a root of f. But f has rational coefficients, 
and it is well known that each cyclotomic polynomial is irreducil)le over the 
rationals. Hence some one of these I”‘( tl ) must be in _Qo. n 
Proof. Since every element cl of 9 divides II, we have (cl, g) = 
(cl, (g, II )), and thus the definition of ?’ depends only on (g, II ). Hence the 
criterion in Theorem 1.1 will he the same for g, as for g. n 
(:OROLLARY 1.3 (Wang [g]; cf. [6], [g]). If (6, I’l) = 1, theti ii”’ k/s (111 
cvrtrics ~qul only in the trioial case where ~11 c’, rue cqucd. 
l’roof. Here 1’ is the identity, so all d # 1 mtlst be in Q,,. Hence f(S) 
must be divisible by nh,,( X) = 1 + X + . + X” ‘; and since f has degree 
tt - 1, it must be a constant multiple of 1 + X + . . + S” ‘. w 
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\ sillliiar xgiinlent sho\z-s: 
I’rooj’. Necessity foihva fmrr the preGoii\ c~~oiiar~~. Tile cwlrtiitiotr is 
sllfficieirt here i)eca~ise if \ve take ‘/,, to iw ally wt iiicdlding tire divisors of 
(g. II ). tiic hypothesis 011 .g g~iarwirtees that cwry i:u~:cr tl ndi have son~e 
7‘“( tl ) iii V,,. n 
III different fonii. this is the iiraiii tiieomii of 191 
I’ll Jf Jf. Fanjiliar computations u3th SIIIII\ of root\ of rllrity ~IOU that here 
‘/,I cmisists of the divisors of (s other ttiari 1. \iTe rrcctt to ttctwriiiic \~hetl 
every tl > 1 tiivitiiiig ii has jonle I‘“( tl ) ilr %,, (with 1; < 111 ). \Ve sl\\. iii 
~~oroliary 1.4 that ail divisors of (g. II ) mrht Iw iir Ti,,. alIti 1WlKY (g. II ) Illrlst 
&vi& (‘. \Vc rirrlst al.so have soiiie I“( II ) iti 9,). hit if arty I“‘( ti ) diodes t’. 
tilell 7‘“’ ‘( )I ) n4l divide r, anti so 7‘“’ ‘( II ) = ii/( 11. g”’ ’ ) irrlist divide r. 
It i\ way to verify that the least COIIIIIWII tll~dtipie of (g. II ) ~II~I II//( II. g”’ ’ ) 
i, JI( II. g )/( 11, g”‘). and this CJ nirist ije ;I inliltipie of thi,s ~i~~~~iiwr. 
(hlverseiy, I“‘( rl) always divides I’“( II ) \\tieil rl tii~itles it. aiici ilewc 
itiitier OIII' coirciitioi~ on (J u’e have 1”” ‘( tl ) tiivitiiilg 0. If I’“’ ‘( tl ) ih not 
eqiial to 1. then it is iii ,Q,). If it is eqlial to 1. lad i)acl\ at the fint !i \vitil 
7”( tl ) = 1: we have then 7”: ’ (tl ) arnoiig the divisor\ of (g, 11 L airti 0111 
colrditiotl WI c guarantees that these art in ~2,). n 
Fillally, we sho~kl look I)riefly at the Gtrlatioll \thel-c L:(,, = 0. III this GM. 
of colirse, II”’ = hJ forces h = 0, since (XC,, ) I” = hti. T~III~ \ve aw coilsideritig 
tile tliipotellce of such a ciwdant. The argl~ment IIIII\ cxactiy like tht in 
Thcorerrr I. 1, except that IIOL+~ 1 is ;I root of .fi S ). Hew i5 the colwl~l~ion: 
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,T -. I~I\‘ISIRILITY RESTRICTIONS ON Cc, 
TIo\v tnmry nonzero c, do we need in an 11 by n (0, 1 ) g-circulant A if \ve 
s\311t \I” to have all entries equal? At one extreme, of course, it is possiMe to 
take all (‘, to he 1, so there is always at least one nonzero choice. There is a 
louver Imu~~cl independent of g caning from the relation (Cc>, )“I = h II, but 
this ~‘a11 \,e attained only for certain g (see the next section). We know that 
for roa3 of the form (1, . , 1, 0,. , 0) the least possible sum is 
,I( II. g )/( II, g”‘), but it is not hard to find examples with fewer nonzero 
entries. III this section we shall determine the precise minimum and canstrlrc% 
explicitly an example where that minimum is attained: this constl-rlction will 
itrtrotl~lce new examples of some interest. We shall actlully show that our 
rtlillinrllllr value divides Cc, for any integral row (‘, that makes A”’ have all 
entries equal, and thereby we shall determine the possible X occurring ill 
sohltions of ~1” = XJ for integral A. We may as well hegill 1)~ defining the 
Illlml)er that \vill work. 
IIE:YINrrioN. Write 11 = uc’, where 1~‘ is relatively prime to g and II 
itrvolves only primes dividing g. Let 
R = R(n,g, m) = c n 
( 11 , g”” ’ ’ ) 
I io (II, g”“) 
The product here is finite, since there are 110 contril)utions to it once I)lt 
exceeds the highest exponent occurring for any prime in If. More precisely, 
NY c’;m see that if p” II n and p” II g (where we use II to denote precise 
tli~i~il~ility). then each factor in the product contributes a power p” until \ve 
reach the one where (7~ + 1)~ 3 b, where there may or may not 1~ a 
c,olrtril)ution. Checking the details in this analysis, one can easily prove the 
follo\vittg formllla, which gives a prime-by-prime evaluation of R: 
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If )I divides g”‘, we get R( n, g, t?l ) = ( II, g ), as expected from Corollary 
1.*5: \vhe~r II is relatively prime to g, we get R( n, g, ru) = n. For a more 
illrllrrinatilrg example, let n = 2” X:3 = 192, with g = 2, nl = 2; here 
H( 192.2.2) = 24. 
Proof. (a): We may assume X # 0, as otherwise the row sum is 0. Take 
the set ,QI, associated with A. Let p he some prime dividing n, and use the 
Ilotation of Lemma 2.1. As 1’ preserves 9[ p], each pY with 1 < y < h has 
some I”( p!‘) in .9,, n 9[p]. As Z’( py) = pym”, the operations 1”’ preserve 
conglllence classes module e in the exponent. There will be exactly .s such 
classes containing cn1 + c + 1 elements each, and c - s classes containing 
ct11 + I‘ elements each. There must be at least l/m of each class in 9,,. 
:\dding up those numbers, we find that _QcJ n 9 [p] contains at least c( c + 1) 
elements if c > 0 and at least ec + Y elements if o = 0. Thus IcQo n .Q[ p]\ 3 r. 
Now every pq occurring in 9,, n 23[p] corresponds to a factor 
dividing 5, S’. As these factors are primitive, the quotient has integral 
coefficients. Setting X = 1, we see that Z:ci is divisible by p’. 
(I,): To co1~stnlct he example, we use the original definition of R. We 
know from Theorem 1.1 that we want a polynomial f(M) = ZciX’ that has 
(0, 1) coefficients and an appropriate set So. We start by specifying 9(,: it is 
to I)e the divisors of u; (other than 1) together with, for all t, the divisors of 
rc( II, g”” ‘) that do not divide ru(n, g”“). It is easy to check that this set 
satisfieh the requirement of Theorem 1.1. The product of the cyclotomic 
polynomials for this set of divisors comes out to be 
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11 typical factor here, when expanded, gives 
I + \‘” (,,.g”“) + *3w(I!.R”“) + . + ‘yu 0l.d” ‘) 1l , I, g”” ) 
, 
Hence the gaps occurring between the exponents in each factor are greater 
thall the slml of the highest exponents occurring in the previous factors, and 
the polynomial has only 0 and 1 as coefficients. The total mm\ber of terms 
ocuu-ring is obviously R. n 
The constl-rlction here can be varied to give other examples of ((),I) 
circulants with A”’ = XJ. 
As an example, we noted earlier that R( 192,2,2) = 24, and thus the 
theorem tells us how to find a 192 X 192 2-circulant matrix A with all entries 
in A” equal and just 24 entries equal to 1. If we had restricted ourselves to 
2-circulants with initial rows of the form (1,. . , l,O,. ,O), Corollary 1.6 
sho\vs that we would need 96 initial 1’s. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let n, g, m, nnd h he integers. 7?1ercJ is on intrgrcll 
II X 11 g-circwlunt nwtrix A with A”’ = X J iff X/n is the n th pouw of a 
r,rultiplc of R( II, g, m ). 
Proof. We know nX = (Cc,)“, and thus the condition is clearly neces- 
sary; ancl if the condition is satisfied, we can take A to be an integer multiple 
of the minimal (0, 1) example. n 
3. MINIMAL (0,l) MATRICES WITH A”’ = hJ 
We can now show that the g-circulant matrices we have been studying 
actllally include solutions to our equation that are minimal among all matrices. 
If n = rip “(p) let g, = np, al , I d let R denote R( n, g,,, m), so that R = ,pr(J’) 
with r(p) = the least integer > h( p)/tn. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) Id A he any n x n integml matrix for &zich A”’ = h J. Then the rows 
of A hnw .Y~L divisible by R (and hence nh is an n th power of n multiplr> of 
8). 
(1,) 17u:rr: is u g,,-circulunt (0, 1) mutrix that satisfies A”’ = X J rrntl 1~1s 
row .WJ)L precisely R (und hence nX = RI”). 
Proof. Statement (b) follows from Theorem 2.2; we must prove (a). It is 
well known that A must have all row sums (and column sums) equal to some 
one number s, and that s”’ = nX (see for instance Lam [8, Theorem 4.11). As 
the entries in A are integers, h is an integer, and thus n divides s”‘. Hence 
each prime p dividing n must divide s. More precisely, if p” II n and p” II s, 
then we must have mh >, h; that is, h > h/m. Thus R divides s. n 
Proo$. If n is square-free, we have R = n, and no nontrivial solution is 
possible. In all other cases, R < n. W 
This strengthens a theorem of King and Wang [3, Theorem 5.11. 
COROLLARY 3.3. There is (1 nontrivial (0, I)-matrix satisfying A”’ = J ifj 
n is un rn th power, and in that case we cun find un example which is (1 
g ,,-circulant . n 
3. .\l’PLIC:ATION TO FUNCTIONS REPEATING .\LL VALUES 
EQU:\LLI( OFTEN 
Proof. Let A be the (0,l) g-circulant with c, = 1 iff i is in S. As was 
noted \)y Lam [6], the condition on S is equivalent to requiring that A” have 
all its entries equal. The proposition thus follows from Theorem 2.2. = 
Ollserve that the proof of Theorem 2.2 actually gives an explicit example. 
For instance, let us take n = 192 and g = 2. The polynomial constnrcted 
there for ttt = 2 is 
(1+ x’ + x’“)(1+ s:‘)(l+ S’S)(l-t S”“). 
To find S, we simply expand out this product and take the exponents of the 
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terms occurring, and we get 
S= {0,1,2,3,4,5,24,25,26,27,28,29,y6,97,98, 
99,1OO,lOl, 120,121,122,12~3,124,125}. 
The function x’ + 2y for x and y in this set yields every valrle module 192 
exactly :3 times. 
For our last theorem, we will need a slight generalization of this result, 
allowing the vahles for x and y to occur repeatedly: the proof is still the 
same. The statement is this: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose we u&m x and y to tuke on vnhws mod n 
( i~~tlcpc~r~dcntly ), and the value i is token on c, times. Suppose x + gy tnkcs 
OH crll wlucs mod n equally @en. Then Cc, is diuisihk by R( n, g,2). 
This allows us to extend Proposition 4.1 from the function x + gy to a 
general linear function. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S he a nonfwpty suhsct of Z/nZ with ISI = s. 
S11pp0.w thnt thf> so values gx + hy (for x and y it1 S) represent rwry crrlw 
tr~otlulo )L tlw smw number of times. ~Then: 
(1) A’o prime divides all three of n, g, and h. 
(2) Writr n = nIn2 with (n,, n,) = (n,, g) = ( ne, 12) = 1. ?‘hf:n the cwrd- 
trtrlity .Y is dicisihl~ by R,R, = R(n,, h,2)R(n,, g,2). 
(3) An emn~ple can be constructed with s = R,R,. 
Proof. Obviously no prime can divide n, g, and h, since then only 
values containing that prime could occur. Hence we can indeed decompose n 
as in (2), including all primes dividing h in n, and all primes dividing g in 
tl,. This decomposition may not be unique, since prime factors of it not 
involved in either g or h can be put in either n, or n,. But those factors then 
simply occur unchanged as factors in R( n 1, h,2) and in R( n,, g,2), so the 
product R ,R, is always the same no matter which decomposition is chosen. 
We can now construct the example in (3). Choose a number 1, so that 
hg = 1 mod n , . Since h is relatively prime to n 1, we have R 1 = R( n 1, /1,2) = 
R( II ,, hh,2j. Choose then a subset S, of numbers modulo n, that contains R, 
elements and for which x + hhy takes on all values module n, equally often. 
As g is relatively prime to n,, it follows that gx + lzy (which is congruent to 
go t ghhy ) also takes on all values module n 1 equally often on S ,. In exactly 
the same mamier, we can find a subset S, of numbers modulo n2 that 
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colltaim R, elements and for which gx + hy takes on all values module n3 
equally often. By the Chinese remainder theorem, we can pair all elements in 
S, with all elements in S,, getting a subset S of members modulo n; this 
slll,cet will contain R,R, elements, and gx + hy on that set will take on all 
vallles module n equally often. 
Finally, we must show that this cardinality divides the cardinality of every 
other possible subset S. As RI involves only primes dividing n ,, and similarly 
for R,, the two are relatively prime; hence it will suffice to show that each of 
these R, divides ISI. We write out the argument for R,. For each class i 
module t1 , , let ci be the number of elements in S that are congruent to i 
n~odulo n,. Taking x and y modulo n, (with the value i repeated c, times), 
we see that gx + hy takes on all values modulo n, equally often. Multiplying 
1)~ h as in the previous paragraph, we see that x + bhy takes on all values 
n~odulo ~1, equally often. By Lemma 4.2, we can conclude that R( n ,, hh,2) 
[\vhi& is the same as R,] must divide Cc;, [which is the same as ISI]. n 
.I, in Proposition 4.1, we should note that we have an explicit process fol 
coilstnicting a minimal S. 
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